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6 Fatal Portal Mistakes
Overview
Online portals can transform a business, create efficiencies
and save time through automation, while at the same time
becoming knowledge centers for specialized audiences.
However, they can also become a disaster, taking way too
much time to develop, cost too much and waste effort
creating and implementing. Here are some critical portal
mistakes that businesses make and the strategies you can take
to avoid them.

1. Failing to define your goals
It’s not enough to say that you want a partner,
customer, employee or membership portal.
Before you decide to implement any technology
solution, think carefully about the business goals
you need to accomplish to make sure your portal
technology is designed to achieve those goals.
To give you some thoughts, here are some
examples of goals that companies may have when
they decide to implement a portal:

§ Save your sales organization time and
increase productivity by providing a
centralized location for sales and
marketing resources.
Portals that lack defined goals will become a
tangle of disjointed features. You have to set
a strategy for what you want them to
accomplish, then engage your team to
identify a workable solution.

§ To attract and engage more channel sales
partners that will login and get a deeper
understanding of products/services they can
represent or sell.
§ Raise your value to the customer by providing a
convenient online destination for them to
receive information, training and access sale or
product support.
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2. Building it Yourself
There is not an IT director on the planet that won’t tell you that they
have the ability to build your portal in-house, customize it precisely to
your specifications, and save you lots of money in the process. But
what they don’t tell you is that they may never have built one before
and have little concept of how long it may really take to complete.
Months or years can be lost planning your portal development project,
while sales are slipping away.
Developing technology is a painstaking process that always takes more
time than planned, has hidden obstacles that you can’t see, and takes
much more money than budgeted. Although you need a portal to
manage your partners, engage your customers or function as a
content delivery system, the IT director would likely consider the
portal their priority, making it a target to get deferred or delayed.
Because technology is constantly evolving and your needs will likely evolve as well, selecting an
existing portal provider can get you online quickly, collapse time to value, and avoid many of the
traps of building it yourself. Existing portals are built to be modular so features that you use can be
customized to your needs and those that you don’t need can be hidden.

3. Trying to Do Too Much
Most portals are strong in specific functional areas but
may not be built to be a single solution for every
business function. Portals that are focused on content
delivery may not be able to perform complex
administrative tasks. Administrative portals may do a
poor job in organizing and presenting content. If you
need all of those features, what is the right portal
strategy?
Consider selecting more than one portal solution so you
get the specialized features that the portal companies
provide. Today’s portals should have a strong Application
Program Interface or API allowing them to connect to
other portals or systems for members to move back and
forth seamlessly between activities without having to
login or logout. Keeping track of member accounts and
login credentials are generally housed in one portal and
delivered to any other portal that is connected to it.
One of the best portal strategies is to pick portals that specialize in the business operation you need
them to perform, connect them together and provide the member a seamless portal environment.
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4. No Strategy to Drive Traffic
You’ve selected the perfect portal solution,
customized its features to meet the needs of the
members and loaded it with interesting content.
It’s been launched, but very few people are
logging in to explore. What happened? Building
traffic to the portal takes time and requires a
strategy to motivate people to visit, show them
why there is value and keep them coming back.
Your portal should regularly communicate with its
membership to remind them to login, explore
interesting content, find a financial incentive, or
download a file that they need. Portals should
track login behavior and send out automated
reminders when members fail to login regularly.
Consider adding a discussion forum for portal
members. A forum allows them to share ideas,
ask questions and discuss important topics, all in
a private setting where their interaction is
tracked. Use the portal’s communication
functions to update members when there are
new conversations in the forum.
Portals should be able to tell you, the
administrator, what members are looking at, the
content they access, and assets they download.
Once you know this information, consider
adjusting your portal strategy to focus on what is
most popular and reduce or eliminate the types
of content that members rarely view.
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• Motivate people to visit
• Communicate regularly with
portal members
• Remind them to login
• Add a discussion forum
• Analyze interests and add
interesting content
• Keep content refreshed and
new
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5. Not Keeping Content Current
You’ve launched the portal, added content, and
members are coming to take a look. However,
over time the traffic begins to fall off, members
stop engaging and the portal becomes one of
those technology or marketing decisions with
limited return on investment. If you turn on the
TV, go to your favorite channel, only to be
presented with repeats of the same shows, you
would turn it off and do something else. Portals
are no different.
Content quickly becomes stale for the following
reasons:
§ There is not enough internal expertise to keep
adding content.
§ The task of refreshing content is single
threaded through one or two people.

Stale content disengages the user
because there is nothing new to see when
they visit your portal.

§ Updating content has not been deemed a
priority by management.
§ Content is focused too heavily on product
knowledge and not enough on case studies,
success stories and real-life applications.
§ There is no strategy to curate or add content
from other related sources.
It’s important to set a strategy to keep adding
content on a continuous basis. Delegate content
production across the organization so it doesn’t
just fall to one or two people. Find interesting
articles on the internet, give the source the
appropriate recognition and add them to the
portal. Use freelance organizations to outsource
content production giving you new material at a
very reasonable cost.
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6. Ignoring the Member Experience
When you visit Facebook®, you see interesting graphics,
videos and personal stories. Jump on LinkedIn® and you
connect with conversations, articles, discussions and
insights. Online viewers expect to be presented with
landing pages that are graphical, appealing and
interesting.
The portal home page should become the “Facebook”
of the member experience focusing attention on
interesting content, provide opportunities to register
for training, and highlight new incentives or
promotions. Expand the use of graphics and videos and
go lighter on text. Make the content, stories and case
studies on the home page inviting enough for the
member to go deeper inside the portal. Searching
needs to be straightforward, easy to access, and
produce results.

The portal can be the “Facebook” of the
member experience if it is graphical,
interesting and content is always fresh.

Give members the opportunity to personalize their experience by customizing the type of content
they want to see through dashboards and bookmarks. Create directories of content that most
appeals to members and load them in the dashboard.. Members need reasons to find the portal
valuable so it becomes a destination to do business, gain knowledge, and stay engaged.

Summary
Portals can transform a business by automating processes, providing value for partners, customers
or employees along with creating an online learning environment. Having said that, portals can also
become a waste of time and money if the company fails to identify the portal’s purpose, doesn’t
have an engagement strategy for members and fails to give individuals a reason to visit and return
regularly. With so many options today, it no longer makes sense to devote valuable company
resources and years of development time to build your own portal technology. Avoid these 6 fatal
mistakes and your portal will serve your business well for years to come.

Learn More About Convey Portals

Learn how businesses engage partners, customers, employees and member groups with a
Convey Portal
Explore Convey’s Portal Solutions
Schedule a portal demo today
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Contact Convey to learn more:
support@conveyservices.com
1-888-975-1382
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